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	PSY 332A: Sport Psychology

	
	Credit Hours: 4 credit hours

	
	Term Year: Spring 2014

	

	Meeting location & times: University Hall, Room 3080, Mondays and Wednesdays 10:00 – 11:40 AM

	

	Instructor:
	Marcel S. Yoder, PhD

	Office:
	University Hall, room 3124

	Office Hours:
	Tuesdays and Thursdays 2:00 PM – 4:00 PM 

	Phone:
	206-7228

	Email:
	myode1@uis.edu

	Fax:
	206-6217

	
	


Course Description

Overview of psychological theory and research as it relates to sport and exercise at the individual and group levels.

Course Objectives/Learning Outcomes

This course is intended to familiarize you with:

· Personal influences on performance such as motivation, arousal, stress, and anxiety.

· Situational influences on performance such as cooperation, competition, feedback, and reinforcement.

· How group dynamics such as cohesion, leadership, and communication affect performance.

· How performance can be enhanced through mental training such as regulating arousal, using imagery and positive self-talk, and increasing self-confidence.

· How health and well-being can be enhanced by sport and exercise participation (e.g., adherence, injuries, and burnout).

· How sport and exercise affect psychological development.

Expectations / Teaching Philosophy

Behaviors and attitudes that I expect from you:

· Ask when you have questions.

· Know the syllabus.

· Check the syllabus for any question you have regarding class before asking me.

· Be accountable for your own performance.

· Base your opinions of scientific topics on scientific evidence.

· Understand that you will get out of this course what you put in to it.

· Know the UIS academic integrity policy and abide by it.

Behaviors and attitudes that you can expect from me:

· Do my best to answer your questions as completely and quickly as I can.

· Do my best to help you.

· Treat you fairly and consistently.

· To care about your performance, but only as much as you do.

Behaviors and attitudes we should expect from each other (and among classmates):

· Work hard.

· Think critically, scientifically, and skeptically.

· Have high expectations for each other.

· Communicate clearly.

· Treat each other with dignity and respect.

· Behave with integrity.

UIS Academic Integrity Policy

I support the UIS policy on Academic Integrity, which states, in part: “Academic integrity is at the heart of the university’s commitment to academic excellence. The UIS community strives to communicate and support clear standards of integrity, so that undergraduate and graduate students can internalize those standards and carry them forward in their personal and professional lives. Living a life with integrity prepares students to assume leadership roles in their communities as well as in their chosen profession. Alumni can be proud of their education and the larger society will benefit from the University’s contribution to the development of ethical leaders. Violations of academic integrity demean the violator, degrade the learning process, deflate the meaning of grades, discredit the accomplishments of past and present students, and tarnish the reputation of the university for all its members.”

Academic sanctions range from a warning to expulsion from the university, depending on the severity of your violation and your history of violations. Whatever the sanction, I will file a report of academic dishonesty to the Office of the Provost.

You are responsible for understanding and complying with the UIS Academic Integrity Policy available at http://www.uis.edu/academicintegrity/ 

Required Text

Weinberg, R.S. & Gould, D. (2011). Foundations of sport and exercise psychology (5th ed.). Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics.

Course Requirements

1. Quizzes: The purpose of a quiz is not only to measure your knowledge of content, but also your ability to apply the concepts covered in the text to novel situations. You will take a 10-point quiz at the beginning class on the day that the chapter is to be covered. Quizzes will include content knowledge, but also items that require you to think about the concepts and apply them to a new problem or topic. Potential formats of quiz questions include true-false, multiple-choice, fill-in-the-blank, or short answer questions. I will allow you to take a make-up quiz if you need to miss class in order to participate in a school-sponsored event or in extreme circumstances that you share with me prior to class. It is your responsibility to communicate with me about any planned absences that you will have during the semester. If you do not take a quiz, you will earn a 0. I will drop your two lowest quiz scores. You must stay for the entire class period in order for your quiz grade to count.

2. Tests: The purpose of test is similar to quizzes, but with more depth. You will take two tests in the course – one around mid-term and one during finals week. I will announce the format of the tests in advance. Potential formats of test questions include true-false, multiple-choice, fill-in-the-blank, definition, short answer, or essay questions. I will allow you to take a make-up test if you need to miss class in order to participate in a school-sponsored event or in extreme circumstances that you share with me prior to class. It is your responsibility to communicate with me about any planned absences that you will have during the semester.

3. Project: You need to complete one of the following projects. Here are some guidelines that apply to all projects except the Journal:

· Your project must be typed and include a title page and reference page (see sample paper and APA guidelines online).

· In your paper you should make links to relevant principles discussed in your text. 

· Whenever you mention material from your text in your paper, you need to cite the text.

· If you use material from a source other than the text (e.g., the Internet) you need to cite it as well. (Hint: doing outside research like this is an excellent way to improve your grade.) References in text typically include the author of the material and the year the material was published – for example (Smith, 2002).

· In addition to citing the source of your information in the text of your paper you need to include a reference page. Each source you mention in the text of your paper should also be included on your reference page. The reference page should only include sources that you’ve actually cited in your paper. (Hint: there should be a 1-to-1 correspondence between the sources cited in your text and listed on your reference page.) The reference page includes the complete citation of the source of your information. You should list all the information a reader needs to be able to find the source.

· Your written project should be between 2,000 to 2,500 words, not including the title page or reference page.

· You will submit your papers to me online using Turn It In. I have created a link in the Main Menu of our Black Board cite called Submitting Projects. There are not separate inboxes for the different projects. Please use the following format for both your SUBMISSION TITLE in Turn It In and the NAME OF YOUR FILE: ProjectName.YourName (ex: CBAS.Yoder.docx or Interview.Urlacher.doc).

a. Journal: To relate the topics discussed in class to your life outside the classroom you may keep a journal. The topic of your journal may include (but is not limited to) your experiences as: a member of a competitive team, an exerciser (mental or physical), or a coach. If you would like to select a topic not listed, please check with me before proceeding. You should discuss your feelings, thoughts, and behaviors related to one of the topics above. Why are you engaging in the activity? What are your goals? What are your challenges to meeting your goals or performing well? How does engaging in the activity make you feel? What are the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in the activity? What are some of the ups and downs you have experienced? How does the material we discuss in class relate to your experiences? You should make entries into your journal at least twice weekly. Each entry should be at least one page long. You’ll turn in your journal throughout the semester to demonstrate your progress. Your journal must focus on activities in which you are presently engaged. Approximately 60% of the material in your journal should be a description of your activities and personal reflections and 40% should be identification of scholarly topics presented in the text and how your activities relate to those topics. If you are engaging in some sort of exercise program, document your activities (e.g., work-outs) in a table so that I can easily see your progress. You must set short and long term goals, clearly identify them, and document your progress toward them. Your very first entry should begin with your reasons for selecting the journal as your project, what you hope to get out of the journal project, and some background of your involvement in your activity.

b. Interview: To obtain a more in depth and applied understanding of a topic that we discuss in class you may do an interview with another person. Your interview should be tightly focused on a single topic (e.g., Leadership, Motivation, Goal-Setting, et cetera).  Your interview must conform to the following requirements: You may only interview someone that you know. You must submit the questions that you will ask this person to me at least two weeks before conducting your interview. You may not do your interview until I have approved your questions. Your questions must address the theoretical issues discussed in our text regarding your topic. Your written report must include: 

· An introduction that includes background information (e.g., the purpose of your paper, a short biography of your person, your reason for selecting the topic, your reason for selecting this particular person, what you hoped to learn from this person, et cetera), 

· A body in which you give a detailed account of your questions, the answers your person gave (short quotes are recommended), and clearly identified links between the person’s responses and the text’s coverage of the topic, and 

· A conclusion in which you reflect on the interview where you tell what you learned and you give an objective evaluation of your interviewee (e.g., what do they do well? Poorly?).

· You should provide your interviewee a copy of your final report.

c. Competition analysis: The Competition Analysis is your description and interpretation of a sporting contest that you have observed. The purpose of the analysis is to develop and sharpen your skill in observing behavior and applying the psychological aspects of sport to a real life situation. You need to get my approval for the contest that you want to analyze – it needs to be a UIS contest. Before you attend the contest you should familiarize yourself with the Suggested Topics so you know what to look for as you watch. In addition to the suggested topics listed below, you should discuss other concepts and principles that you feel apply to the situation – add your unique perspective/insights to your analysis. You must conduct at least one interview with a player from the team that you observed or the coach. The interview does not need to be as in depth as the interview project describe above.

Suggested topics: I have identified aspects of the contest that I’d like you to cover in your analysis. You should cover these topics. However, there are undoubtedly other interesting aspects that you observed. You should discuss these as well. (Hint: your grade on the analysis is highly dependent on your coverage of these suggested topics and the unique insights that you bring to your analysis.) Your analysis should be descriptive – you should tell me what went on in the contest and how the players and coaches reacted. For example, if a coach didn’t attend to an injured player you should describe that. It should also be evaluative – you should tell me if the behaviors of the player and coaches are positive or negative; tell how you feel about the players’ and coaches’ actions and why you feel that way. To support your evaluations you need to give specific behaviors – tell me what the people actually did. For example, if you feel that a team was motivated tell me what they did that makes you say that.  As you describe the various aspects of the contest be sure to support your descriptions with behavioral evidence.

i. Before the game: Analyze the year in school and physical size of the players and comment how you think those factors may affect the contest. Set the stage – at what point of the season is the game taking place? Is it a conference game? What are the records of the teams? What are the teams’ records for the last 5 games? Does either of them appear to be on a streak? What is the history (if any) between the teams? Is this a rivalry or payback? Predict who will win this game and tell why.

ii. During the game: What were the task and social cohesion of the teams? Tell specifically what they did. Describe the communication (player to player, coach to player, player to coach, and so on). Tell about verbal and non-verbal communication – give me specific examples of behavior and then you evaluate that behavior. In what ways did the referees/umpires affect the game/player (if at all)? Keep track key points in the game – what were they and what made them important? What was the crowd like? Did the players or coaches ever lose their composure? What exactly did they do? Who seemed to be the leader of each team? What leadership qualities did they show? Again, give me specific behaviors that indicated their leadership. What style of play was shown by the teams (i.e., up-tempo versus deliberate)?

iii. After the game: How did the players on each team react to the outcome? Why did they react that way? In your opinion was it positive or negative? Why? Was there good sportsmanship shown after the game? Give me specific behaviors that indicated their sportsmanship. What implications does the result have on each team (e.g., playoffs, winning conference, and so on)? Name 3 things that the UIS team did (e.g., hustling) or characteristics that they had (e.g., great talent) that lead to the particular outcome of this contest. Did your pre-game prediction come true? Why or why not? You should interview the coach and at least one player to gain their insights and share your insights with them. Include the results of this interview in your analysis. 

iv. Your advice: What are the strengths of the UIS team that you analyzed? What are the weaknesses? What can be done to improve? You play sport psychologist – give advice to the coach that can be used to improve the team.

d. Mental training program: Get a taste of what it might be like to be a Sport Psychologist. The text discusses many psychological training methods that are typically used to improve performance. Pick two chapters in our text’s Part Five: Improving Performance and create a unique training program. Use the training program on another person (client). Your program should be focused on at least two psychological skills (e.g., Arousal Regulation, Imagery, et cetera). Your program must conform to the following requirements:

i. You may only work with someone that you know.

ii. You must submit your program to me at least two weeks before you intend to start working with the person. You may not begin the program until I have approved your techniques.

iii. Your program must be based on the techniques discussed in our text.

iv. Your program should span at least 6 weeks and should include at least one meeting with you and your client each week. During these meetings you should work on the psychological skills, but also seek feedback on the effectiveness of your program from your client.

Your written report must include: An introduction that includes background information (e.g., a short bio of your person, your reason for selecting the particular psychological skills that you did, your reason for selecting this particular person, what you hoped to achieve by doing the program with this person, et cetera), A body in which you give a detailed account of your procedures and techniques. Pay particular attention to supporting your techniques based on information presented in the text. Make clear and detailed links between your techniques and what the textbook authors say about how to implement the techniques. A conclusion in which you reflect on the program, telling what you learned, an exit interview with your client in which they give their reaction to your program, and lastly you should give an objective evaluation of your client (e.g., What do they do well? Poorly?) You should provide your client a copy of your final report.

e. Coaching behavior analysis: To familiarize yourself with the Coaching Behavior Assessment System (CBAS) you can observe a coach/instructor interacting with players/clients. You will be: (a) observing instruction of a group's physical activity and then coding an instructor's behavior using the CBAS; (b) describing and evaluating the instructor's behavior; (c) integrating and applying your knowledge of sport and exercise psychology to a practical setting; (d) discussing your observations with the instructor; and (e) providing a copy of your paper to the coach you observed.

i. Field Observation and Coding Session: Select a physical activity instructor (teacher, coach, fitness leader, or athletic trainer) to observe working in a group setting (the instructor should be working with four or more individuals during your observation period). You should not observe a game situation for this project. Explain to the instructor that you must observe a group or a team for a university class that you are taking. Arrange with the instructor a date and time to observe an entire activity session. During this session you'll code the instructor’s behavior for at least 60 minutes. You may only observe an instructor you know. Become very familiar with the CBAS before attending your observation session. You may get a copy of the worksheet from me. At the session, review the categories before you attempt to code behavior. Try to get a feel for the behaviors before you begin your coding. Position yourself so you can both see and hear the instructor. Use the CBAS coding sheet to record the instructor's behavior toward the individuals she or he is working with. For each behavior, place a tally mark next to the appropriate category.

Behavioral Categories: Become familiar with each category so that you recognize the behavior and immediately code it. If you deliberate too long, you may lose track of other behaviors. Code these categories:

· Specific positive reinforcement: when an instructor positively reinforces a single player or student.

· General positive reinforcement: when an instructor positively reinforces the team or class.

· Specific negative reinforcement: when an instructor negatively reinforces a single player or student.

· General negative reinforcement: when an instructor negatively reinforces a team or class.

· Specific technical instruction: when an instructor instructs a player or student.

· General technical instruction: when an instructor instructs the team or class.

· Keeping control: when an instructor has to correct misbehavior or other breaches of discipline, other than class- or game-related behaviors.

· Organization: when an instructor instructs players or students concerning organizational chores (e.g., pick up bats or take a particular formation).

ii. Analyzing results: After you have completed your observation session, tally the totals in each of the categories. Record each category total as well as the grand total. Use these totals to determine the percentages for each behavioral category. Turn in your recording sheet with your paper, typed as an appendix, not part of the text. Your recording sheet does not count as part of the word count requirement for the paper.

iii. The Paper: Based on your observation and what you have learned about reinforcement principles, write a paper that includes the following four sections:

1. An introductory paragraph describing the situation, activity, age group, skill or ability level, and any other pertinent circumstances of the instructional environment you observed. Be sure to include the purpose of your paper, a short biography of your teacher/coach, your reason for selecting this assignment, your reason for selecting this particular person, what you hoped to learn from this person and assignment, et cetera), 

2. Discussion of the types and frequencies of responses given by the instructor toward the participants' behaviors; use your discretion in organizing this portion, but the discussion should be clear and should be based on the data you obtained. I should know what the instructor was like without looking at the coding sheet. In writing up your discussion, consider these questions:

a. What behaviors did you observe most frequently? Why?

b. What were the least frequent behaviors? Why?

c. What was the ratio of positive to negative reinforcements (specific and general separately)? Was this consistent with guidelines presented in the text?

d. What were the following ratios? Briefly discuss each and their importance:

i. Total number of behaviors to total number of minutes observed.

ii. Number of specific technical reinforcements: number of general technical reinforcements.

e. Was the instructor effective? Why or why not?

f. You might choose to add other comparisons and questions. (“Keeping control” and “Organization” are not included in any ratio, but might be worth discussing.) Be sure to support all of your ideas/opinions with data from your observations (in percentages).

3. Recommendations regarding the instructor's reinforcement behaviors. Given your knowledge of sport and exercise psychology and your professional knowledge, what would you tell this instructor about his or her style of offering feedback?

4. Discuss your observations with the coach and include highlights from this discussion in your paper.

5. A summary paragraph that ties the whole paper together. 

4. Presentation: You will give a presentation in class on your project. You should use visual aids for your presentation (e.g., Power Point) as well as handouts for your classmates. Including video is always good. The Competition Analysis and CBAS provide great opportunities for this. You should plan on a 15-20 minute presentation (10-15 minutes lecture, then 5 minutes for questions). You will be evaluated on how well you meet the requirements of the project, but also how well you communicate. Perhaps these hints will help:

a. Come to class at least 20 minutes early and get as much of your set-up out of the way as possible.

b. Use technology as much as you can or are comfortable with. 

c. Consider embedding everything in a Power Point presentation - it'll make your presentation easier.

d. Warning: Giving a short presentation is a very good way to earn a very poor grade.

e. PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE! It will help your timing, nerves, content, and flow.

f. Consider the point value of this presentation – it’s worth more than three quizzes. Another comparison – it’s worth more than half of the points as the project itself. Make sure that the effort that you put in your preparation reflects the importance of the presentation.

5. Participation: You will earn your participation points by completing in- or out-of-class exercises. If the participation activity involves an in-class activity, you need to attend class in order to earn the points. Attendance is mandatory the days of presentations given by your classmates. We will do presentations on six days. I will take attendance on these days. You must provide a satisfactory excuse for missing any presentations. You may miss one presentation day without penalty provided you supply a satisfactory excuse. If you miss more than one day of presentations you risk losing all participation points for the term. 

Methods of Evaluation

Your grade in the course will be based on the following components (with point values):

	Item
	Points – each
	Points - total

	Quizzes
	10
	180

	Tests
	90
	180

	Project
	150
	150

	Presentation
	50
	50

	Participation
	2
	40

	
	
	Total:
	600


Notes: You will have the opportunity to take 20 quizzes. I will keep your 18 best scores. You can earn 2 participation points for each of the 20 regular class days.

Grading

Grades for this course will be based on the following scale:

	Grade
	Points

	A
	600-540

	B
	539-480

	C
	479-420

	D
	419-360

	F
	359 or lower


Note: I will attach a + or – to your grade if you are in the top 2% or bottom 2% of a grade. For example, 88% would be a B+ whereas 72% would be a C-.

Delivery Method

This is a lecture/discussion course. Class sessions will typically begin with announcements followed by a question and answer session over the reading assigned for the day. Next, there will be a 10-item quiz over the reading. After quiz answers have been reviewed, we will cover the course content using classroom demonstrations, activities, individual/group work, guest speakers, et cetera. 

Course Schedule

This course schedule is subject to change. I will let you know in advance if we will be making a change. In the event that class is cancelled you should plan on resuming where we left off unless I tell you otherwise. For example, if the Provost cancels class due to weather on January 27, then we will cover the material for that day on January 29. All future topics will be bumped back accordingly. I will rearrange the dates that we will cover the topics in the class, but I will not rearrange test dates or due dates for projects and presentations. Test dates, as well as due dates for projects and presentation will not change.

	Date
	Chapter reading

	1/22
	Introduction to class (no reading)

	1/27
	2: Personality

	1/29
	3: Motivation

	2/3
	4: Arousal, Stress, and Anxiety

	2/5
	5: Competition and Cooperation

	2/10
	6: Feedback

	2/12
	7: Group and Team Dynamics

	2/17
	8: Group Cohesion & First round of Journals due

	2/19
	9: Leadership

	2/24
	10: Communication

	2/26
	Test 1

	3/3
	11: Intro to PST

	3/5
	12: Arousal Regulation

	3/10
	13: Imagery

	3/12
	14: Self-Confidence

	3/17 & 3/19
	No Class

	3/24
	15: Goal-Setting & Second round of Journals due

	3/26
	16: Concentration

	3/31
	17: Exercise and Well-Being 

	4/2
	18: Exercise Behavior and Adherence

	4/7
	19: Athletic Injuries and Psychology

	4/9
	

	4/14 & 4/16
	No Class

	4/21
	21: Burnout and Overtraining

	4/23
	22: Children and Sport Psychology

	4/28 & 4/30
	Student Presentations

All projects & third round of Journals due by 10:00AM, April 28th.

	5/5 & 5/7
	Student Presentations

	5/14
	Test 2 – Wednesday, May 14 @ 9:00AM (one hour later than official 8:00AM start time)


Senior Seminar Statement

The American Psychological Association’s Board of Educational Affairs has established 10 goals and objectives for undergraduate education in psychology. The APA has identified the 10 most important skills, knowledge and values that undergraduate students should have as they graduate. The psychology department at UIS is committed to delivering a curriculum that addresses these goals and objectives. We have structured PSY 471: Senior Seminar so that we can assess how you, our psychology majors, have mastered the skills, knowledge, and values identified by the APA. In the Senior Seminar class you will create an electronic portfolio in which you present your past work and discuss how the various assignments that you have completed during your time at UIS have helped you meet the 10 learning goals. You should save all the assignments that you complete in this class because you may be able to use them to help you create your electronic portfolio in the Senior Seminar class.

My Policies

Classroom Etiquette: I assume that your classroom behavior will promote a positive atmosphere. We should all create and maintain a positive atmosphere that will help your classmates who are trying to learn. When you become disruptive I will warn you. If you are repeatedly disruptive I will begin to take away points. A list of disruptive behaviors can be rather lengthy so I will not list all potential behaviors that are distractions but the following warrant mention. I consider the following behaviors disruptive: excessive talking among classmates, inappropriate use of electronics (including but not limited to computers and cell phones), or excessive movement (e.g., walking in late, leaving early, throwing trash away, or walking in/out during class). If you must leave class early or arrive late, please take a seat near the door to keep distractions to a minimum. If you need to engage in any of the behaviors that I would ordinarily consider disruptive (e.g., you know that you will be late to class because of a doctor’s appointment), please inform me ahead of time.
Incompletes: Incompletes will only be given if you have had an emergency during the last part of the term and cannot complete a very small portion of the course work. Incompletes are granted at my discretion. I will not grant you an incomplete in order for you to avoid an unsatisfactory grade or if you have not regularly participated in class.

Academic performance: Beginning in the fall of 2009, psychology majors and minors must earn a C or better in all psychology courses to use them for completion of degree requirements. If your first term of enrollment at UIS was prior to fall 2009, you are not subject to this requirement. This requirement is triggered by your enrollment at UIS, not your declaration of major, or any other event. Please note: a C- is lower than a C.

Duplication of work: I assume that everything that you submit in this course is original to this course (i.e., you have not used any of the material that you submit to me in other courses). Duplicating work in this class that you have completed in the past or that you are doing concurrently with another class may be acceptable, but must be approved by me before you submit your work.

Retention of your work: I will keep the work that you do for three years after the conclusion of the class at which time I will shred and recycle it. You are responsible for keeping the work that I hand back to you.
Submitting your work using Turn It In: Most of the work that you will submit to me electronically will come through Turn It In. Turn It In is a plagiarism detection service to which the University subscribes. Do not plagiarize. Once you turn in your work, Turn It In will issue you a receipt. You should save this receipt; it is your proof that you submitted your work on time. Before submitting your work Turn It In will give you an opportunity to double check what you are submitting. Please double check your work carefully; do not submit an incorrect version of your work. This double check strips the formatting, just showing the text. Do not fear - I will get your paper as you typed it, formatting included.

Writing quality: I may require you to seek help with your writing at the Center for Teaching and Learning. You may be asked to document your visits with a writing specialist. Failure to meet with a writing specialist and document your visits will result in no credit for writing assignments.

Student services: There are several very useful services that the university provides that you may want to use. They are:

· Counseling center. The counseling center provides confidential counseling services, outreach, and psychological consultation to UIS students, faculty and staff.

· 206-7122, Student Affairs Building (SAB) room 30

· http://www.uis.edu/counselingcenter/
· Computer tutoring. Get help with PowerPoint, Excel, Access, Word, Web Development, and Windows.

· 206-6503, Brookens (BRK) 460

· http://www.uis.edu/ctl/
· Cox children's center. The goal of the program is to provide a rich learning environment for children based on sound educational theories.

· 206-6610

· http://www.uis.edu/childcarecenter/
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